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HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 

IN THE COURT OF THE ADDL. DISTRICT  JUDGE -2(FTC) ,  TINSUKIA

District : Tinsukia

Present : Md. Abdul Hakim,

Addl. District Judge-2(FTC),

Tinsukia.

 

 Title Suit (M) Case No. 46 of 2019

  On  Friday, the  06th day of  September, 2019

      Smt. Mamta Singhal(Aged  about 41  years),

                          W/o. Sri  Binoy  Bansal,

            D/o.  Sri  Raj  Kumar  Singhal,                              

                          R/o. 3D Royal Residency,

                          Near  Mandhania  Bhawan,

          Makum  Road,  Tinsukia,

      P.O, P.S & District - Tinsukia (Assam)

       (M) No. 9034311597...........................Petitioner

                 
 -Versus-

       Sri  Binoy  Bansal,

       S/o.  Sri  Ram  Kishore  Bansal,                                

                           R/o.  Plot No.  3,  Desraj  Colony,

                        Near Agrasen  Hospital,  Devi  Mandir  Road, Panipat,  

                           P.O., P.S  & Dist:  Panipat,  Haryana.

       P/Add:-  Near  Aggarsain  Kambal  Market,

                           Purbia  Ghati, Panipat,

         P.O., P.S  & Dist:  Panipat,  Haryana.

                           (M) No. 9416300038   ........................Respondent

 This  suit  coming   on  for  final  hearing  on  08.08.19  in   the

presence of :  
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 For the Petitioner    :    Sri  M. K  Singh, Advocate

 For the Respondent   :  None  Appeared.

         And  having  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day  the  Court

delivered the following Judgment.

 

   J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1.          This   is  a  suit for divorce  filed  U/s.  13(1) (i-a) and  (i-b)

of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 by the petitioner namely,   Smt.

Mamta Singhal W/o.  Sri  Binoy  Bansal,  a resident of   Makum

Road,  in the district of Tinsukia, Assam, for decree of divorce by

dissolving her marriage solemnized with the respondent, namely,

Sri  Binoy  Bansal on 09.02.1999.

2.      On   receiving   the   petition   from   the  petitioner  and

registering  the  case  notice  was  issued  to  the

respondent/opposite party. The notice was duly served upon the

respondent but the respondent has failed to turn up before the

court.  In  view of  his  absence  the  case  is  proceeded ex-parte

against respondent. 

3.       The following issues are framed considering all facts and

circumstances of the suit :

i. Whether the suit has  cause  of  action  or  not?

ii. Whether  the  Respondent  has  treated   the

Petitioner with cruelty?

iii. Whether   the   respondent  has   deserted  the

petitioner or  not ?

iv. Whether the Petitioner is entitled to get decree of

divorce  as prayed for?

v. What relief or reliefs, the parties  are  entitled to

under the Law and fact?  
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4.       The   petitioner  has  adduced   her evidence alongwith

another  witness in  support of  her  case.  

5.         I have heard the Ld. Counsel for  the  petitioner and gone

through the material evidence on record to decide the suit. 

Discussion,  Decision &  Reasons  thereof:

6.        P.W. 1, Smti. Mamta Singhal is the plaintiff of the present

case and as such is fully aware with the facts and circumstances

of the case and competent to depose her evidence in the present

case. That she is the legally married wife of the Respondent and

their marriage was solemnized on 09/02/1999, at Singla Palace,

Panipat in the District of Panipat, Haryana according their own

customs and rituals in the presence of their friends,  relatives,

and family members. Immediately after marriage the respondent

took her to his house at Panipat, Haryana along with the In-laws

of the Respondent. At the time of marriage, her parents and well

wishers had gifted her many valuable stridhan articles including

jewellries items which was entrusted to the respondent while she

was entered into his matrimonial home. That after the marriage,

she and the Respondent as husband and wife and consummated

their marriage at the residence of the respondent. During their

married life of about 18 years ii) Miss Pirsha Bansal aged about

14 years iii) Sri Medhansh Bansal aged about 6 years were born.

After the passing of few years i.e. in the year 2012 the parents of

the  Respondent  has  given  up  the  respondent  by  making  an

endowment deed and publishing in the newspaper as because

the respondent has many times found theft of money in his own

shop and used to do extra additional illegal expenses to fulfill his

illegal  desires  by  committing  theft  of  her  property.  That

thereafter  the  Respondent  along   with  her  and  their  children

were shifted in a rented house and started his own new business

of  Furniture cum interior  house decoration items.  That  further

the Respondent was given a plot of land by his father and in the
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said  land he construct  the house by taking the financial  help

from  her  father,  taking  huge  amount  of  money  for  entire

business  establishment.  That  in  the  month  of  April'  2016,  he

came to her parents house situated at Tinsukia, Assam for few

days.  In  the  meantime  the  Respondent  has  taken  entire  her

jewelry items from the Locker of Punjan National Bank and taken

a Mortgage from Moothoot  Finance by depositing all  the gold

ornaments of her and received a sum of Rs. 3,75,000/- to fulfill

his unwanted desires without my consent. After few days when

she move towards her matrimonial home at Panipat she came to

know that the Respondent has taken a mortgage of her stridhan

gold jewelries, then, she informed the matter to her father, then

her father gave a sum of Rs. 3,75,000/- along with the interest

and released the mortgage of gold ornaments which was given

to the her at the time of her marriage. 

7.        That on August 2016, with a view and intention to fulfill the

illegal luxurious desire, the Respondent alone came at Tinsukia,

Assam to the house of her father to carry on the business of her

father. There he started to carry on the business with her father

at New Market, Tinsukia. After passing of one year, at the time of

summer vacation she along with her children came to Tinsukia.

That one day, when she and her family members were checking

CCTV  footage  then  very  surprisingly  came  to  know  that  the

Respondent  used  to  theft  money  inside  the  shop  which  was

given by her father on good faith for running and managing the

account. But she and family members does not utter a single

word and thought that one day a good sense will prevail. That on

July  2017,  the  Respondent  has  gone  to  Panipat  to  drop  their

children for schooling purpose as she stay at her parental house

for  few days.  In  that  passage of  time the Respondent  use to

harass the children mentally & physically in drunken condition,

and further he sometimes does not provide proper food to the

children and used to abuse them by using slang languages, this

illegal act of the respondent was informed by  the children to her.

Then she after few days came to Panipat and take the control
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and custody of children, and the respondent again come back to

Tinsukia, Assam to her father. During the period at Panipat she

came to know from the mobile phone of the respondent that the

respondent use to share the illicit  photographs and massages

which seems that he has extra marital relationship with different

ladies. When she confronted the respondent then the respondent

started to torture her both mentally and physically. Anyhow she

had tolerate all these acts of mental harassment caused by the

respondent with a hope that one day each and every situation

will  be good and her future will  be better.  That on 26 August

2017  the  respondent  left  the  shop  of  her  father  situated  at

Tinsukia and move to Panipat again. He then on each and every

night, started to come home late night in limping condition and

uses to assault her by using abusive languages and tortures her

physically  and  mentally.  Finding  no  other  alternative  she  had

lodge the FIR at  Panipat  Police  Station where the Respondent

was arrested by police persons but due to intervention of friends

and family  members  she has withdraw the matter.  That  after

that  the respondent  started to stop talking with her and also

started  living  separately  from her  in  same house at  separate

floor. When she complained the same to her father about the

same, then her father tried his level best to make understand his

son  in  law  but  in  vain.  The  respondent  started  ignoring  her

stating that he cannot lead conjugal life with her. Anyhow she is

tolerating all  these acts  of  mental  harassment caused by the

respondent with a hope that one day each and every situation

will be good and her future will be better. 

8.         That during the passage of time, the mental cruelty caused

by the respondent  upon her converted into physical cruelty. As

and  when  she  cooked food  for  the  respondent,  he  throw the

same in her face stating that he does not like to eat food, which

is prepared by his enemy. Moreover she was assaulted by the

respondent with a view and intention to get separate from his

life.  That  she  was  treated  as  a  servant  in  the  house  of  the

respondent, and after performing all her civil obligations towards
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her husband, she was not allowed to eat proper food. Further she

never allowed to take rest in her bed, so she was compelled to

pass her each and every night on the floor of his room without

any bedding as well  as without the company of her husband.

Due to mental  pain and agony,  she passed a lot  of  sleepless

nights  as  she  was  completely  disturbed  and  restless  by  the

illegal acts of the respondent. The respondent never allowed her

to talk with any one of her parental family members. Moreover,

each and every time, the respondent started to demand dowry

for this luxurious life and this demand was also informed by her

to her parents. That after this incident, the parents arrived at her

matrimonial  home and took her back because the respondent

completely denied to stay with her or lead further conjugal life

with her as she was not his dream girl and till date she and her

family members did not fulfill his demand. But even though she

had  not  reported  the  incident  to  any  concern  P.S.  for  the

reputation of her husband with a hope that one day her husband

took her back in his life. Since 17-04-2018, she left the company

of the respondent, passing a life  of  desertion at her parental

home. In fact there were no conjugal relationship ever happened

between her and respondent since December 2017 even though

living in a same shared housed. And the respondent or his family

member never took pain to know about her whereabouts. That

the respondent is a businessman by profession and carry on the

business of Furniture and interior house decorations items shop

and earned a sum of  Rs.  50,000/-  (Fifty Thousand) above per

month.  Moreover  he  has  sufficient  movable  and  immovable

properties and also given shop and flat in rental basis and from

all  these  source,  he  earned  more  than  Rs.  20,000/-  (Twenty

Thousand) approx. per month and in total the monthly income of

the respondent is  more than Rs.  70,000/-  (Seventy Thousand)

approx. per month, and except she and her children are with her

under her control and custody at Tinsukia, Assam but till  date

the respondent never paid a single amount of money towards

the maintenance to her as well as her children. That from the

very beginning of the marriage, the behaviour of the respondent
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was not good towards her. The respondent is habitual of drinking

as  well  as  and  after  drinking  and  inhaling  the  same,  the

respondent used to torture her both physically and mentally and

also the Respondent used to pressurize her to bring amount from

her parental house and when she refused to bring the amount,

then  the  Respondent  gave  merciless  beating  to  her.  The

respondent  always  taunted  her  by  giving  abusive  and

unparliamentery languages without any cause. That her life was

hell and was living a miserable life due to such behaviour and

acts of the Respondent, and though to commit suicide on many

occasions, but for the sake of her children, she could not be do

the same. That she also reported all  such incident to the well

wishers of both the sides for the conciliation of matter in dispute

but all effort goes in vain. That the physical and mental torture

upon me by the Respondent continued all through 1999 to 2018

but anyhow  she used to tolerate  all this behaviour  and torture

for the sake of her matrimonial life but on 17/04/2018 when the

Respondent crossed all limits and finally she left her Matrimonial

house along with the children's and came to her parental house

with her parents. That she bears all type of cruelties because she

wanted to save her married life and do not want to spoil her life.

Many  times  the  family  members  and  relatives  advised  the

respondent  to  get  off  to  drink  and  unwanted  desires  and

demand, and to behave properly but of no use. That she also

tired  to  advise  the  respondent  many  times  to  change  his

behavior and not to drink or left the demand of dowry but the

respondent refused to accept the legitimate requests of her and

the relatives.  That  the  respondent  has  deserted  her  with  any

reasonable  and justifiable  cause and rhyme and hence  it  has

become impossible for her to live more in the company of the

respondent therefore she thought that he had suffered enough

and having no future ahead with the Respondent and also as

because she had a fear of security for her life. That she is living

at  her  parental  home and the marriage between her and the

respondent  have  totally  broken down and there  is  no  remote

chances of re-union between her and the respondent and restore
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the  conjugal  life  and  as  such  she  has  filed  this  petition   for

divorce  on  the  grounds  of  cruelty  and  desertion.  That  it  is

pertinent to mention herein that presently she is living at her

parents house as such her expenses and maintenance is being

borne  by  her  family  members  who  too  are  facing  financial

hardship. That the cause of action for this petition arose on 09-

02-199, when the respondent took her in his matrimonial life and

started inflicting cruelty  upon her  both physical  and mentally.

The cause of action  also accrued in the month of April' 2016,

when the respondent committed theft of jewellary items from the

concern  Bank  locker  and  obtaining  loan  upon  her  said

jewellearies, which was entrusted to respondent, and on August

2016,w hen she was subjected mental and physical cruelty upon

the children, on 26 August 2017, when she compelled to lodge a

FIR to Panipat  P.S on 17-04-2018, when she felt the company of

the respondent, passing a life of desertion at her parental home.

In-fact  there  were  no  conjugal  relationship  ever  happened

between her and respondent since December 2017 even though

living in a same shared house. The cause of action further arose

on each  and every  date  as  mentioned in  this  petition  during

continuance of conjugal life, and it lastly arose on 17-04-2018

when the respondent clearly refused to keep and maintain her.

Hence  this  petition.  That  the  petition  is  not  presented   in

collusion with the respondent and she also craves the leave of

the court that before final hearing of this petition, she may be

allowed to file any other petition which is necessary for the just

and paramount consideration of this case, and also craves the

leave  of  this  court  to  determine  the  exact  income  of  the

Respondent, that she may be allowed to file any petition for the

requirement of salary details from the concern authority before

the final disposal of this petition.   

9.        The  petitioner  has  exhibited the following documents in

course of hearing of the suit as mentioned hereunder :
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i. Exhibit No.1 -  Marriage Photographs of the Petitioner

and the Respondent. Document No. 1, Declaration by

the Father of the Respondent

ii. Exhibit No.2 -   Birth Certificate of The Mr.  Medhansh

Bansal

iii. Exhibit No.3, - Paper Publication of Declaration of the

father                       of the Respondent.

iv. Exhibit No.4, -  Birth Certificate of Miss Prisha Bansal.

Document No. 2, Birth Certificate of Smt. Kirti Bansal.

10. That she has filed this evidence in affidavit to be used as

evidence  in  the  present  case  and  she  is  ready  to  be  cross

examined as and when asked by this court. 

11. P.W.2, Sri Akash Singhal is the brother of the plaintiff of the

present  case  and  as  such  is  fully  aware  with  the  facts  and

circumstances of the case and competent to depose his evidence

in the present case. That he is businessman by profession and

the aforesaid petitioner is his sister. That his sister is the legally

married  wife  of  the  Respondent  and  their  marriage  was

solemnized  on   09/02/1999,  at  Singla  Palace,  Panipat  in  the

District  of  Panipat,  Haryana  according  to  their  customs  and

rituals in the presence of friends, relatives, and family members

of  both the concerned parties.  Immediately after marriage his

sister was taken to the respondent's house situated at Panipat,

Haryana along with the In-laws of the Respondent. At the time of

marriage, his parents, well wishers of his sister had gifted her

many valuable stridhan articles including jewelries items which

was entrusted to the respondent while his sister entered into her

matrimonial  home. That after the marriage, his sister and the

Respondent  lived  together  as  husband  and  wife  and

consummated their marriage at the residence of the respondent.

During their wedlock three children are born namely i) Miss Kirti

Bansal aged about 18 years ii) Miss Pisha Bansal aged about 14

Years  iii)  Sri  Madhansh  Bansal  aged  about  6  years.  After  the

passing of  few years i.e.  in  the year 2012 the parents  of  the
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Respondent  has  give  up  the  respondent  by  making  an

endowment deed and publishing in the newspaper as because

the respondent on many occasions was found stealing money in

his own shop and used to do extra additional illegal expenses to

fulfill  his  illegal  desires  by  committing  theft  of  his  sister's

property.  That  thereafter  the Respondent along with  his  sister

and their children were shifted in a rented house and started his

own new business of Furniture cum interior house decorations

items. That further the Respondent was given a plot of land by

his father and in the said land he construct the house by taking

the financial help from his father and also took huge amount of

money for his entire business establishment. That in the month

of April 2016 his sister came to their house at Tinsukia, Assam

for  few  days.  In  the  meantime  the  Respondent  has  took  the

entire  jewellary  items  of  his  sister  from the  Locker  of  Punjab

National Bank and taken a Mortgage from Moothoot Finance by

depositing all the gold ornaments of his sister and received as

sum of Rs. 3,75,000/- to fulfill his unwanted desires without the

consent  of  his  sister.  After  few  days  when  his  sister  move

towards  her  home  at  Panipat  she  came  to  know  that  the

Respondent  has  taken  a  mortgage  of  his  stridhan  gold

jewellaries, then she inform the matter to their father, then their

father by giving a sum of Rs. 3,75,000/- along with the interest

had released the mortgage of gold ornaments which was given

to his sister at the time of her marriage. That on August 2016,

with a view and intention to fulfill the illegal luxurious desires,

the Respondent alone came at Tinsukia, Assam to their house to

carry on their business with his father. There he started to carry

on the business with his father situated at New Marker, Tinsukia.

After passing of one year, at the time of summer vacation his

sister along with her children came to Tinsukia. That one day,

when he along with his sister and their family members were

checking CCTV footage then very surprisingly came to know that

the Respondent used to theft money inside the shop which was

given by his father on good faith for running and managing the

account.  But  he and his  sister  and family  members  does  not
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utter a single word and thought that one day a good sense will

prevail. That on July 2017, the Respondent has gone to Panipat

to drop his children for schooling purpose as his sister stay their

house for few days. In the passage of time the Respondent used

to  harass  the  children  mentally  &  physically  in  drunken

condition,  and  further  he  sometimes  does  not  provide  proper

food  to  the  children  and used to  abuse  them by using  slang

languages, this illegal act of the respondent was informed by his

children  to  his  sister. Then  his  sister  after  few days  came to

Panipat and take the control  and custody of children, and the

respondent  again  come  back  from  the  mobile  phone  of  the

respondent  that  the  respondent  use  to  share  the  illicit

photographs  and massages  which  seems that  the  respondent

use to share the illicit photographs and massages which seems

that he has extra marital relationship with different ladies. When

his sister confronted the respondent then the respondent started

to  torture  his  sister  both mentally  and physically.  Anyhow his

sister tolerating all these acts of mental harassment caused by

the  respondent  with  a  hope  that  one  day  each  and  every

situation will be good and her future will be better. 

12. That on 26 August 2017, the respondent left the shop of

his father situated at Tinsukia and move to Panipat again.  He

then on each and every night, started to come  home late night

in  limping  condition  and  uses  to  assault  his  sister  by  using

abusive  languages  and  tortures  her  physically  and  mentally.

Finding  no  other  alternative  his  sister  has  lodged  the  FIR  at

Panipat  Police  Station  where  the  Respondent  was  arrested  by

police  persons  but  due  to  intervention  of  friends  and  family

members  she  has  withdraw  the  matter.  That  after  that  the

respondent started to stop talking with his sister and also started

living separately from his sister in same house at separate floor.

When his sister complained the same to their father about the

same, then their father tried his level best to make understand

his son in law but in vain. The Respondent started ignoring his

sister stating that he cannot lead conjugal life with her. Anyhow
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his sister tolerating all these acts of mental harassment caused

by the respondent with a hope that  one day each and every

situation will be good and her future will be better. That during

the  passage  of  time,  the  mental,   cruelty  caused  by  the

respondent  upon his  sister  converted into  physical  cruelty.  As

and when his sister cooked food for the respondent, he throw the

same in her face stating that he does not like to eat food, which

is prepared by his enemy. Moreover his sister assaulted by the

respondent with a view and intention to get separate from his

life. That his sister was treated as a servant in the house of the

respondent, and after performing all her civil obligations towards

her husband, she was not allowed to eat proper food. Further she

never allowed to take rest in her bed, so she compelled to pass

her each and every night on the floor of his room without any

bedding as well as without the company of her husband. Due to

mental pain and agony, she passed a lot of sleepless nights as

she was completely disturbed and restless by the illegal acts of

the respondent. The respondent never allowed his sister to talk

with him and their family members. Moreover, each and every

time, the respondent started to demand dowry for his luxurious

life and this demand was also informed by his sister to his any

family members. 

13. That  after  this  incident,  his  parents  arrived  at  the

matrimonial home of his sister and take her back because the

respondent  completely  denied  to  stay  with  his  sister  or  lead

further conjugal life with her as she is not her dream girl and till

date she or her family members did not fulfill his demand. But

even though his sister not reported the incident to any concern

P.S. for the reputation of our parents as well as reputation of her

husband with a hope that one day her husband took her back in

his  life.  Since  17-04-2018,  his  sister  left  the  company  of  the

respondent,  passing  a  life  of  desertion  at  their  home.  In-fact

there were no conjugal relationship ever happened between his

sister and respondent since December 2017 even though living

in  a  same  shared  house.  And  the  respondent  or  his  family
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member never took pain to know whereabouts his sister. That

the respondent is a by professions and carry on the business of

Furniture and interior house decorations items shop and earned

a  sum  of  Rs.  50,000/-  (Fifty  Thousand)  above  per  month.

Moreover he has sufficient movable and immovable  properties

and also given shop and flat in rental basis and from all these

sources, he earned more than Rs. 20,000/- (Twenty Thousand)

approx  per  month  and  in  total  the  monthly  income  of  the

respondent is more than Rs. 70,000( Seventy thousand) approx

per month, and except his sister and the children, no one depend

upon the  income of  the  respondent  and still  the  children  are

under the control and custody of his sister at Tinsukia, Assam but

till date the respondent  never paid a single amount of money

towards the maintenance to his sister as well as to her children.

that form the very beginning of the marriage, the behaviour of

the respondent was not good towards his sister. The respondent

is habitual of drinking as well as and after drinking and inhaling

the  same,  the  respondent  used  to  torture  his  sister  both

physically  and  mentally  and  also  the  Respondent  used  to

pressurize his sister to brig amount from their house and when

his sister refused to bring the amount, then the Respondent gave

merciless beating to his sister. The Respondent always taunted

his  sister  by  giving  abusive  and  unparliamentary  language

without any cause. The life of his sister was hell and was living a

miserable life due to such behaviour and acts of the Respondent,

and thought to commit suicide on many occasions, but for the

sake of her children, she could not do the same. That his sister

also reported all  such incident to the well  wishers of both the

sides for the conciliation of matter in dispute but all effort goes

in vain. That the physical and mental torture upon his sister by

the Respondent continued all though 1999 to 2018 but anyhow

she used to tolerate all this behaviour and torture for the sake of

her  matrimonial  life  but  on  1704/2018  when  the  Respondent

crossed  all  limits   and  finally  she  left  her  Matrimonial  house

along with the children's and came to his house with our parents.
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14. That   his  sister  bears all  types of  cruelties  because his

sister wanted to save her married life and do not want to spoil

her life. Many times the family members and relatives advised

the respondent  to  get  off to drink  and unwanted desires  and

demand, and to behave properly but of no use. His sister also

tired  to  advise  the  respondent  many  times  to  change  his

behaviour and not to drink or left the demand of dowry but the

respondent refused to accept the legitimate requests of his sister

and the relatives. That the respondent has deserted his sister

without  any reasonable  and justifiable   cause and rhyme and

hence it has become impossible for his sister to live more in the

company of the respondent therefore his sister thought that she

had  suffered  enough  and  having  no  future  ahead  with  the

Respondent and also as because she had a fear of security for

her life. 

15. That his sister is living at their house and the marriage

between his sister and the respondent have totally broken down

and there is no remote chance of re-union of his sister with the

respondent and restore the conjugal life and as such she has

filed  this  petition  for  divorce  on  the  grounds  of  cruelty  and

desertion. That it is pertinent to mention herein that presently

his  sister  is  living  at  their  house  as  such  expenses  and

maintenance of his sister is being borne by their family members

and they too  are  facing financial  hardship.  That  the cause  of

action  for  this  petition  arose  on  09-02-1999,  when  the

respondent took his in his matrimonial life and started inflicting

cruelty upon his sister both physically and mentally. The cause of

action  also  accrued  in  the  month  of  April'  2016,  when  the

respondent committed theft of jewellary items from the concern

Bank locker and obtaining loan upon the said jewellaries of his

sister, which was entrusted to respondent, and on August 2016,

when his sister subjected mental and physical cruelty upon the

children, on 26 August 2017, when his sister compelled to lodge

a FIR to Panipat P.S., on 17-04-2018, when his sister compelled to
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lodge a FIR to Panipat P.S. on 17-04-2018, when his sister left the

company of the respondent, passing a life of desertion at her

parental home. In fact there were no conjugal relationship ever

happened between his sister and respondent since December'

2017 even though living in a same shared house. The cause of

action further arose on each and every date as mentioned in this

petition during continuance of conjugal life, and it lastly arose on

17-04-2018 when the  respondent  clearly  refused  to  keep and

maintain his sister. That he has filed this evidence in affidavit in

the present case and he is ready to be cross examined  as and

when asked by the court. That in support of his version made in

the present evidence in affidavit and the plaint etc. He has filed

and exhibited following document:- 

16. The  PW.2   has   exhibited  the  following  documents  in

course of hearing of the suit as mentioned hereunder :

Exhibit No.1,       Marriage Photographs of the Petitioner and 

               the Respondent

Document No.1, Declaration by the Father of the Respondent

Exhibit No.2,       Birth Certificate of Mr. Medhansh Bansal

Exhibit No.3,     Paper Publication of Declaration of the father

                      of the Respondent

Exhibit No.4,      Birth Certificate of Miss Prisha Bansal

Document No. 2, Birth Certificate of Smt. Kirti Bansal.

 
17. Now for     the    convenience  and  comprehension  I  am

discussing  the  issues  one  by  one.

ISSUE NO. 1

18. With  regard  to  the  issue  no. 1, i.e. Whether the suit has

cause  of  action  or  not ? I have gone through the material on

record and found that the plaintiff has deposed in her deposition

that  the cause of  action for  this  petition arose  on 09-02-199,

when the respondent took her in his matrimonial life and started

inflicting cruelty upon her both physical and mentally. The cause
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of action  also accrued in the month of April'  2016, when the

respondent committed theft of jewelry items from the concern

Bank locker and obtaining loan upon her said jewelries, which

was entrusted to respondent, and on August 2016, when she was

subjected mental and physical cruelty upon the children, on 26

August 2017, when she compelled to lodge a FIR to Panipat  P.S.

on 17-04-2018, when she felt the company of the respondent,

passing a life of desertion at her parental  home. In-fact there

were no conjugal relationship ever happened between her and

respondent since December 2017 even though living in a same

shared house.  The cause of  action further  arose on each and

every date as mentioned in this petition during continuance of

conjugal  life,  and  it  lastly  arose  on  17-04-2018  when  the

respondent clearly refused to keep and maintain her. 

19. With regard to the cause of action I have found that in the

present suit the plaintiff has succeeded to prove the cause of

action as the respondent has not contested the suit even after

receiving  the  notice.  Hence  the  Issue  no.  1  is  decided  in

affirmative in favour of the plaintiff.

ISSUE NO. 2

20. With  regard  to   the  Issue  no.  2,  i.e,  Whether  the

Respondent  has  treated   the   Petitioner  with  cruelty?  I  have

strolled through the evidence of the PW 1 & PW 2. The PW 1 has

stated that the respondent being the husband has tortured her in

a drunkard mood. Plaintiff has alleged that  during the period at

Panipat  she  came  to  know  from  the  mobile  phone  of  the

respondent  that  the  respondent  use  to  share  the  illicit

photographs  and  massages  which  seems  that  he  has  extra

marital  relationship with different ladies. When she confronted

the respondent then the respondent started to torture her both

mentally and physically. Anyhow she had tolerate all these acts

of  mental  harassment caused by the respondent  with  a hope

that  one  day  each  and  every  situation  will  be  good  and  her

future will be better. That on 26 August 2017 the respondent left
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the shop of her father situated at Tinsukia and move to Panipat

again. He then on each and every night, started to come home

late night in limping condition and uses to assault her by using

abusive  languages  and  tortures  her  physically  and  mentally.

Finding no other alternative she had lodge the FIR at  Panipat

Police  Station  where  the  Respondent  was  arrested  by  police

persons but due to intervention of friends and family members

she  has  withdraw  the  matter.  That  after  that  the  respondent

started to stop talking with her and also started living separately

from her in same house at separate floor. When she complained

the same to her father about the same, then her father tried his

level best to make understand his son in law but in vain. The

respondent  started  ignoring  her  stating  that  he  cannot  lead

conjugal life with her. Anyhow she is tolerating all these acts of

mental harassment caused by the respondent with a hope that

one day each and every situation will be good and her future will

be better. 

21. That  during  the  passage  of  time,  the  mental  cruelty

caused  by  the  respondent   upon  her  converted  into  physical

cruelty.  As and when she cooked food for the respondent,  he

throw the same in her face stating that he does not like to eat

food,  which  is  prepared  by  his  enemy.  Moreover  she  was

assaulted by the respondent with a view and intention to get

separate from his life. That she was treated as a servant in the

house  of  the  respondent,  and  after  performing  all  her  civil

obligations  towards  her  husband,  she  was  not  allowed to  eat

proper food. Further she never allowed to take rest in her bed, so

she was compelled to pass her each and every night on the floor

of his room without any bedding as well as without the company

of her husband. Due to mental pain and agony, she passed a lot

of sleepless nights as she was completely disturbed and restless

by  the  illegal  acts  of  the  respondent.  The  respondent  never

allowed her to talk with any one of her parental family members.

Moreover,  each  and  every  time,  the  respondent  started  to

demand dowry for this luxurious life and this demand was also
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informed  by  her  to  her  parents.  That  after  this  incident,  the

parents  arrived  at  her  matrimonial  home  and  took  her  back

because the respondent completely denied to stay with her or

lead further conjugal life with her as she was not his dream girl

and  till  date  she  and  her  family  members  did  not  fulfill  his

demand. But even though she had not reported the incident to

any concern P.S. for the reputation of her husband with a hope

that one day her husband took her back in his life. Since 17-04-

2018, she then left the company of the respondent, passing a life

of desertion at her parental home. In fact there were no conjugal

relationship ever happened between her and respondent since

December 2017 even though living in a same shared housed.

And the respondent or  his  family member never took pain to

know about her whereabouts.

22. The PW 2 has corroborated the PW 1. As the respondent

has not contested the case and rebutted the allegation and the

statements of the PW 1 & PW 2, the evidences of the PW 1 & PW

2 becomes reliable and believable. From the evidences of  the

witnesses and the facts and circumstances it is proved that the

respondent has been treating the Plaintiff with cruelty. Thus the

plaintiff has succeeded to prove the Issue no. 2 and hence the

Issue no. 2 is decided in favour of the plaintiff.

ISSUE  NO. 3

23. With   regard   to    the   Issue   no.  3,  Whether   the

respondent has  deserted the  petitioner or  not? I have found in

the deposition of the plaintiff (PW 1) that since 17-04-2018, she

is staying at her parental home. She has also stated that in fact

there were no conjugal relationship ever happened between her

and respondent since December 2017 even though living in a

same shared housed. And the respondent or his family member

never took pain to know about her whereabouts.  It is alleged

that on 17/04/2018 when the Respondent crossed all limits and

finally she left her Matrimonial  house along with the children's
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and came to her parental house with her parents. That she bears

all type of cruelties because she wanted to save her married life

and do not want to spoil her life. Many times the family members

and  relatives  advised  the  respondent  to  get  off  to  drink  and

unwanted desires and demand, and to behave properly but of no

use. That she also tried to advise the respondent many times to

change his behavior and not to drink or left the demand of dowry

but the respondent refused to accept the legitimate requests of

her  and  the  relatives.  That  the  respondent  has  deserted  her

without  any  reasonable  and  justifiable  cause  and  rhyme  and

hence  it  has  become  impossible  for  her  to  live  more  in  the

company of the respondent therefore she thought that he had

suffered  enough  and  having  no  future  ahead  with  the

Respondent and also as because she had a fear of security for

her life. 

24. Upon   perusal     of    the    evidences    of   the   PW’s

it   is  apparent  that  since 17/04/2018 the respondent  has not

taken any care of the plaintiff and has not paid any maintenance

to her and her children. From this evidence and behavior of the

respondent it is crystal clear that the respondent has deserted

the plaintiff since 17-04-18. In view of this fact and taking note of

all the facts and circumstances and as the respondent has not

contested  the  suit  I  am  of  the  considered  opinion  that  the

plaintiff  has  succeeded  to  prove  that  the  respondent  has

deserted the plaintiff. Thus the Issue no. 3 is decided in favour of

the plaintiff.

ISSUE  No. 4 &  5
 

25. For   the    convenience   I   am   discussing    and

deciding the Issue  no.  4,  and Issue no. 5 together. With regard

to the issued no. 4 i.e.  Whether  the  petitioner is entitled  for

divorce? and Issue  No. 5 What  are  the  reliefs  the parties  are

entitled? I am of the considered opinion that I have  discussed

above  and  found  that the  petitioner has  succeeded to  prove

the    issue  no. 2  and Issue no. 3 which are the crux  of  the
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reason  for filing the instant divorce suit. Here  in   the  instant

suit  the  plaintiff petitioner  has  succeeded to prove  that the

respondent  has been inflicting  mental  and  physical torture

upon  the  petitioner since their marriage and  later deserted her.

26.  Having regard to the fact that the grounds of desertion

and  cruelty  as  originally  pleaded  in  the  petition  filed  by  the

plaintiff/petitioner could be established, as discussed above, and

as  the  petitioner  is  living  at  her  parental  home  and  as  the

respondent has not taken any care of the petitioner till date nor

has contested the case, proves that the marriage between the

petitioner  and  the  respondent  have  totally  broken  down  and

there is no chances of re-union  between them and restore the

conjugal life. As such the petitioner is entitled to get the decree

of divorce on the grounds of cruelty and desertion. 

27.  Hence,  I  am  of  the  considered  view  that  it  would  be

prudent  and  judicious  to  grant  a  decree  of  dissolution  of

marriage  between  the  petitioner  and  the  respondent  under

Section 13 (1)  (ia)  & (ib)  of  Hindu Marriage Act 1955.  As the

petitioner has not prayed any other relief except the decree of

divorce I  am not inclined to bestow any other relief  or  reliefs

other than the decree of divorce. Thus the Issue no.  4 & Issue

No. 5 are decided accordingly.

O R D E R

28.  In view of the above discussion and considering all facts

and circumstances the marriage between the petitioner and the

respondent  which  was  solemnized  on  dated  09.02.1999  is

hereby dissolved by the decree of divorce.

29.  The Suit is disposed of uncontested without cost.

30.  So, prepare the decree accordingly.
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31.  Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the

06th day of September, 2019.  

      Dictated and corrected by me.

     (A.Hakim)            (A. Hakim)
        Addl. District Judge-2(FTC)                       Addl. District Judge-2(FTC)

     Tinsukia                                          Tinsukia

Transcribed by:

P.D Phukan, (Steno). 


